
RESPONSE OF THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
GOVERNMENT TO THE 

Report Dn the OperatiDn and Effectiveness Df the 
Construction Contracts Act 2004 (WA) 



Statement of Government Direction 
The building and construction industry is a key driver of economic growth In Western 
Australia, creating employment and producing critical housing and infrastructure. The 
Industry accounts for 12.5 per cent of the State's Gross Domestic Product and employs over 
10 per cent of the total workforce. 

The State Government is committed to ensuring the health of the industry and encouraging 
inve~tment in building the infrastructure, housing, road networks, commercial premises and 
capital works projects critical to the State's current and future needs. 

One of the many ways the State Government supports the building and construction industry 
is by providing a regulatory environment that supports business efficiency and innovation, 
without compromising community wellbeing. 

As part of this support the State Government regularly undertakes reviews of statutes and 
regulations to ensure they continue to encourage best practice and meet the expectations of 
both the Industry and the broader community. 

In June 2014, Professor Philip Evans was commissioned by the State Government to lead an 
independent review of the Construction Contracts Act 2004 (the Act). This review also 
delivers on the State Government's commitment to Implement one of the recommendations 
made In 2013 by the Small Business Commissioner, Mr David Eaton, in his report Into the 
non-payment of subcontractors working on construction projects undertaken as part of the 
Commonwealth Government's 'Building the Education Revolution' (BER) works program. 

The Act Is an important piece of legislation for all participants in the building and construction 
Industry. The Act's purpose is to Improve the flow of payments in the industry by: 
• prohibiting payment provisions In construction contracts that slow or stop the movement 

of funds through the contraotlng chain; 
• implying fair and reasonable payment terms Into construction contracts that are not In 

writing; 
• clarifying the right to deal in unfixed materials when a party to the construction contract 

becomes Insolvent; and 
• providing an effective rapid adjudication process for payment disputes. 

The terms of reference for Professor Evans' review was to determine how effective the Act 
has been In achieving Its purpose. 

Professor Evans has concluded that since It commenced operation in 2005, the Act has 
provided a very useful mechanism for resolving contractual payment disputes and continues 
to provide building contractors, subcontractors and suppliers with a fundamental right to be 
paid, and a low cost method of enforcing that rig hI. Professor Evans has not identified a 
need for significant structural reform to the Act; rather his report contains 
28 recommendations Intended to improve the Act's function. 

The State Government thanl(s Professor Evans for his review and supports the majority of 
the recommendations, particularly those that deal with improving the administrative elements 
of the Act. The State Government Intends to develop the necessary legislative amendments, 
which will be brought to the Western Australian Parliament In due course. 

The Government also intends to implement a number of further measures to Improve 
security of payment, which has been a complex and controversial problem within the Industry 
for over 50 years. 
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The Industry's reliance on cash, low capitalisation and extended contracting 'chains' or 
'pyramids' of subcontractors means that payment default or business failure higher up the 
contracting chain continues to put those businesses further down the chain under significant 
financial pressure. As subcontractors and suppliers continue to provide 80-90 per cent of 
trade work for construction projects, their risk level from non-payment remains high. 

While there are certainly no "fix-ail solutions" to this problem the state Government Is 
committed to delivering measures that make a real difference. Western Australia was the 
first jurisdiction In Australia to trial. the use of Project Banl< Accounts on capital works projects 
managed by the Department of Finance's Building Management and Works (BMW), which 
allows subcontractors to be paid directly by the State Government on an agreed schedule. 
The State Government remains committed to continuing and refining this trial. 

However, a healthy and productive Industry is one where every participant, Irrespective of the 
type of construction project, has confidence that they will be paid without delay for the work 
they perform. To this end, the State Government will pursue a range of measures to Improve 
security of payment, including: 

1) Amending the maximum contractual payment terms permitted under the Act to 
30 business days to ensure prompt payment and increase cash-flow In the Industry. The 
definition of business days will exclude weekends and public holidays. 

2) Increasing the time limit in the Act for lodging an application for adjudication to 
90 business days and enabling 'claims recycling' so parties to a contract have a greater 
timeframe and increased flexibility in seeking rapid adjudication of a payment dispute. 

3) Inserting penalties for intimidation to address the apparent fear of retribution among 
subcontractors if they use the Act to resolve payment disputes. 

4) Establishing an education program to promote best practices In construction contracting 
to better 'arm' small businesses with information on resolving payment disputes. 

5) Creating dedicated telephone and on line services through the Department of Commerce 
- Building Commission Division (Building Commission) to offer advice on the Act and 
how to access solvency information to rnake it easier for small and medium businesses 
to assess financial risk. 

6) Developing express trust arrangements for retention money on high-value construction 
projects. The State Government will consult extensively with industry in framing the best 
methods for protecting retention moneys during Insolvency events and ensuring 
retention money is not unreasonably withheld from subcontractors. 

7) Improving the use of the Building Services (Registration) Act 2011 as a means of 
diSCiplining registered building contractors who have forced unfair contract terms or 
engaged in unconscionable conduct towards subcontractors and suppliers. If needed, 
the Act will be amended to provide additional InVestigation and enforcement powers to 
the Building Commission. 

The State Government also Intends to introduce a 'Code of Conduct' (Code) for tenderers on 
State Government funded projects that will work in unison with the Commonwealth Building 
Code 2013. A Code will be developed in consultation with industry and will act as a good 
behaViour test for contractors who tender for government construction projects. The Code 
Will, among other things: 
• promote good payment practices on construction projects; 
• reduce anti-competitive behaviour on building sites; and 
• encourage Improved workplace relations frameworks for building work to ensure work Is 

carried out fairly, efficienlly and prodUCtively for the benefit of industry participants and 
the broader community. 

Compliance with the Code will be closely monitored and, where breaohes are detected, 
action will range from a formal warning to exclusion from tendering for a period of time. 
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The State Government believes that, combined with the other measures detailed, the Code 
will ensure a healthy and productive building and construction industry that continues to be a 
great contributor to the Western Australian economy. 

VI\J\Ul~ 

HON. MICHAEL MISCHIN MLC 
MINISTER FOR COMMERCE 

HON. BILL MARMION MLA 
MINISTER FOR FINANCE 

HON. OR MIKE NAHAN MLA 
TREASURER 

~~ l~~ ~ 
HON. SEAN L'ESTRAN~ MLA 
MINISTER FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
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Summary of Government Response to the 'Report on the Operation and Effectiveness of the 
Construction Contracts Act 2004' 

1 

The time limits in which an applicatiOn can 
[under section 26] should remain at 28 days. 

There is an essential need for extenSiVe awareness 
educational programs to be provided by professional 
groups, contracting organisations and the Building 
Commission to ensure that allstakeholders are aware of 
their rights, obligations and procedures under the Act, 
particularly with respect to time. limits. 

Govemment notes the intent of the recommendation 
importance of the 28 day time limit in maintaining the rapid nature of 
the adjudication process. However, the Government understands the 
concerns expressed by many stakeholders that absolute effect of the 
time limit is impeding the ability of some claimants to access 
adjudication of payment. disputes. The Government will amend 
section 26 of the Act to allow an application for adjudication to be 
lodged within 90 business days. This is in line with the provisions in 
the Construction Contracts (Security of Payments) Act (NT) and will 
create consistency across the 'West Coasf model for security of 
payment legislation. Importantly, the Government will also amend the 
Act to allow applicants to seek adjudication on the whole of each 
payment claim made under the contract, even though the claim may 
include matters that were unsuccessfully included or rejected in 
previous claims (recycled claims). This will give effect to the terms of 
many standard form contracts that permit reconsideration of payment 

head contractors or contract 

• Hold information sessions to promote the Act and increase 
industry awareness of the rapid adjudication process for payment 
disputes. 

• Create dedicated telephone and online services to advise 
contractors and subcontractors on their options to resolve 
payment disputes and facilitate access to solvency information to 
make it easier for small and medium businesses to assess 
business risk. 

• Produce a 'Guide to Good Construction Contracting Practices,' 
which will seek to encourage the adoption of best practices for 
contracting and a change in industry culture towards using rapid 
adjudication as part of good business management practice. 

• Launch a new 'Builder Induction Course', which will deliver a 
range of important information to new participants in the industry, 
including how to access rapid adjudication and resolve payment 
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2 

3 

4 

The existing 14-day .' 
retained. 

a) Section 32 of the Act should 

detem1inations 

adjudicator to extend the time for the detem1ination for 
an additional seven business day period without fue 
consent of fue parties. 

of both parties. Issues 
discretionary nature of such a decision could be 
minimised by way of regulation or advice from the 
Building Commissioner with respect to the relevant 
factors to be taken into account when exercising 

scretion. 
1e Building Commissioner should instiMe a monitoring 

Training and awareness programs should 
5 I the Building Commission and approved organisations to 

ensure that the provisions of the Act are understood. 
a) 

6 

improved by the creation of a separate (small claim) 
dispute service provided by the Building Commission. 

on 
the names of organisations and approved Altemative 
Dispute Resolution practitioners who provide such 

Support 

support 
amendment Further work will be undertaken by the 
Commission to develop 'Practice Notes' to outline considerations for 
adjudicators who seek the parties' agreement to extend time. 

rapid adjudication of payment disputes, regardless of size. The 
Building Commission will work to provide increased infom1ation and 
evalUate changes that can be made to the process in order to 
decrease costs (e.g. online lodgement of applications). The Building 
Commission will work with adjudicators and prescribed appointors to 
identify ways to reduce costs. This may include requiring fixed fee 
services for low-cost claims and/or requirements to refer applications 

lowest 
This service is already provided by dispute resolution organisations. A 
link to fuese organisations will be placed on the Building 
Commission's website. 
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7 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Adjudicators' details of experience and expertise shown 
on the Building Commission's website should be 
expanded to provide additional information to parties 
seeking an adjudicator.· Adjudicators should be 
requested to confirm they are Willing to adjudicate 

require amendment and there is no need for formalised 
Continuing Professional Development requirements. 
However, the current content of approved adjudicator training 
programs should be expanded to include topics currently not 

current onEK>ff lifetime registration 
for adjudicators does not accord with modem regulatory practice. The 
Government intends to explore legislative change to create a three 
year registration/renewal process for adjudicators, with fees set on a 
cost recovery basis. Further consultation will be undertaken with . . . . 

appropriate 
in mining related construction work and evaluation of the outcomes, 
the Government is not convinced there is a compelling argument to 
expand the jurisdiction of the Act Further consultation with 
participants in the mining and resources sector will be undertaken by 
the Building Commission to identify any case for change or greater 
.... ,(;,U I~ • 

Section 4(3)(c) should be amended to bring the construction Not supported The Government does not support this recommendation. The 
of extracting and processing plant within the jurisdiction of the construction of processing plant is considered highly specialised and 
Act. is not usually carried out under typical construction contracts. 

allow construction work associated with wholly artistic works 
to be deemed construction work for the purooses of the Act, 

However, further work will be undertaken by the Building Commission 
to assess whether amendments could be made to better align the Act 
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14 

15 

16 

governance 
appointor organisations are consistent with the aims and 
objectives of the dispute resolution functions of the Act and 
no amendments to the Act are required. It is recommended 
that a regulation be introduced to ensure that the 10% 
additional nomination fee, where levied, is borne by the 
association member and not the parties. 

Consideration should be given to the introduction 
complementary regulations of the Courts, or a statutory 
amendment to section 46 in order to allow speedy 
registration of the adjudication determinations by court 
order. 

a power 
conferred by regulation on the Building Commissioner 10 
permit the Commissioner loapprove the enforcement of 

. ,- . 

Act should be amended to include penalties for 
failure to comply with its prohibitions. Ttieliability should 
be strict and not subject to proof of intention. 

" of 
Contracts Act Registrar should include a section 
detailing instances, and naming the relevant parties, 
where failure to comply with the prOVisions has been 

days' rather than calendar days. The periods between 24 
December and 7 January and Good Friday to Easter Monday 

17 I should be excluded from the counting of days. 

withdraw the application by Writing to the prescribed 
18 I appointor (where no adjudicator is appointed), the 

adjudicator or the other party. 

Note intent 

Regulations 2004 fYVA) to prohibit the charging of nomination fees. 
However, minor legislative changes are also needed to provide the 
Building Commissioner with greater administrative oversight of 
prescribed appointor organisations. This includes the ability for the 
Building Commissioner to request regular activity reports from 
aooointor organisations. Further work will be undertaken in refining 

work will be undertaken by the Building Commission and 
others to determine how best to achieve the desired outcome; either 
through amendment to court rules, section 49 of the Act, or both. 

pursue 

Government will include penalties where appropriate. Further 
work will be undertaken in refining the operation of the offences to 
ensure they do not inadvertently impact on innocent parties to a 
contract. An evaluation is also"needed as to the adequacy of powers . ~ _. 

16(a) in favour of this 

regulation so they can be fine-tuned in 
balance between speed, access and commercial reality. The 
regulations wlll express time in business days, which wIT! automatically 
allow for the Good Friday to Easter Monday break. A special 
prOVision will be inserted to provide for the 24 December to 7 January 

an 
applicant commencing adjudication and then withdrawing it The 
adjudicator will still have to bring the adjudication to an end by issuing 
a determination that deals with costs. 
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19 

b) The State Administrative Tribunal has suggested that 
20 I the apparent overlap of sections 17 and 18 could be 

remedied by following the approach of the Northem 
Territory legislation to those matters. This suggestion is 

21 

the Act in order to remove the requirement that the 
'principal holds the retetltion money on trust for the 
contractor', with the trust money to be held instead by an 
independent third party. As with the Wallace 
recommendation, the futlds could be held by the 
BuiIditlg Commissiotler. 

b) It is acknowledged that there may be 
administrative problems if the funds are. to be held by a 
third party. At first sight it would appear that PBAs may 
not be suitable for smaller projects that fall within the 
jurisdiction of the Act However, it is recommetlded that 
these issues should be cotlsidered by way of a separste 
future review by others. 

Support 

supports the use of statutory 
mOtleys and wnI establish an industry referetlce group to determine, 
inter alia, if a statutory requirement should be introquced for high 
value projects that requires the retention money be held in trust by an 
indepetldent third party to prevent them from beitlg umeasonably 
withheld at the end of a project or lost as a result of insolvency. The 
industry referetlce group will be led by the BuiIditlg Commission and 

. . . for further 
supports the recommendation as ·it relates to a 

consideration of PBAs. The trial of PBAs by BMW is ongoing, with a 
viewto: 
• determining whether PBAs can be operated successfully on 

construction projects managed by BMW; and 
• conducting a practical assessment of whether the claimed 

benefits of PBAs can be realised without imposing undue burden 
and cost on industry. 

The Government will continue the trial into 2017 on BMW Jjrojects with 
a construction value between $1.5 million and $6 million. The 
Government does, however, note Professor Evans' finding that PBAs 
are more suitable for higher value or large one-off projects, and are 
generally unsuitable for the majority of construction projects regulated 
by the Act 
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22 

23 

24 

25 

The Western Australian 
the creation of a separate taskforce of major public 
sector conStruction agencies to address potential 
concerns about the consequences of insolvencies for 

public sector projects or in the construction 

are to be in writing. 

a link to 
relating to the unconscionable conduct 

Building Commissioner, at his discretion, 
those determinations which in the Commissioners opinion 
add to the body of law and practice relative to the 
administration of, the Act In addition to the exclusions in 
section 50(2}, the name of the adjudicator should be 

. or 
the contract administrator, the Australian Standards forms of 

27 I contract should apply. 

28 

. a 
provide a statutory declaration attesting to the payment of 
workers, subcontractors or suppliers as a precondition of a 

Note' 

industry reference group. The 
group will be chaired by the Building Commissioner and provide 
direction on the creation of a statutory requirement for high value 
projects ,that requires the retention money be held on trust, and any 
other measures to improve security of payment that do not impose 

construction contracts ,to be in writing would place unnecessary 
restriction on the freedom of parties to contract as they see fit The 
Government is also concerned that, in instances where an oral 
contract is used, the statutory protections afforded by the Act to the 
parties would be removed. This is considered an undesirable 
outcome. 

. _ . the Building Commission 
look at publishing determinations. Consideration will also be given to 
whether Practice Notes or regular bulletins would assist in raising 
awareness of changes to the body of law. 

the Government generally 
recommendation, the contract that will provide optimum outcomes for 
the Government is a matter for each public sector agency to 
determine based on the nature and requirements of each individual 
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